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Workflow Breakdown

AutoCAD RevitDynamoExcel

• Purge unecessary information in the CAD
• Add text for each type of geometry to be modeld in 

Revit and place in the center of geometry
• Export the xyz coordinate of these texts and the 

text value to Excel 
• Add modeling information for each type in Excel

• Import the geometry and get the coordinate of 
control points of each geometry

• Get the modeling information of each geometry by 
finding the shortest distance between the centroid 
of geometry and the xyz coordinate of the text 
added in the CAD

• Generate the curves by connecting the control 
points in Revit

• Generate the polygons by these curves in Revit
• Model the elements in Revit from these polygons

Data Extraction Linking Data with 
Geometry

Modeling Geometry

Study Object: Automated Modeling of Rooms (outlines composed of polylines)

Excel



#1 AutoCAD to Excel
Data Extraction

1. Add the slab number to each room 
that is going to be modeled in Revit. 
This number represents the type of 
the assigned room, such as the slab 
thickness, its level, or its workset, etc.

2. Use the “DataExtraction“ command 
in AutoCAD to export the xyz position 
of slab number and the text to an Excel 
spreadsheet. 

3. Double check the generated Excel 
spreadsheet, and input the informa-
tion related to each slab number, such 
as the level or thickness it represents.



(run in Dynamo Studio Inteface only, as it supports the specific nodes in this script)

#2 Excel to Dynamo
Linking Data with Geometry



#2-01

Import the geometry from AutoCAD

Import the xyz coordinate of the slab number 
from Excel and its text

By using Python, we retrieve the unique ID 
of each geometry imported from AutoCAD 
This unique ID will be used to manage these 
geometry.



#2-02

Convert curves which were imported from the 
CAD drawing to NurbsCurve to get control 
points.

Create polygons from these imported curves, 
in order to get the centroid. 

By measuring and finding the shortest dis-
tance between the centroid and the position 
of text, we match the geometry with its mod-
eling information.



#2-03

Export the xyz coordinate of control points of 
each geometry, as well as its corresponding 
uniqueID. Also, the slab information is remained 
for next step.

Left: X-axis Coordiante
Below: Slab Information
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(run in Revit Application Inteface)

#3 Dynamo to Revit
Modeling Geometry



#3-01

Import the xyz coordinate of 
control points of each nurbs 
curve from Excel, and organize 
the list.

Generate polygons based on 
these control points. 

Generate Revit floors from these 
polygons.



#3-02

Set slab data to each floor generated before. 

Return all the slab type that’s been applied to the 
model. This is to check if any elements get missing 
during the process.



Conclusion:

Extracting data out of AutoCAD through Excel, recreating polygons based on imported curves, and then modeling from these polygons 
is an efficient and easy-to-understand method to convert AutoCAD elements to Revit. Due to the different element-specific conditions, 
eg. modeling columns and rooms from imported curves are two differnt mechanisms, each scenario shall be categorized and studied 
separately, but they can all be solved by this same workflow and the thought. 
Automated modeling is a prospective topic, and we’ll continue our research in this field. It takes efforts to develop the automation work-
flow that works for complex practical project environment, but once it matures, we’ll greatly benefit from its outcomes. 
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